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Abstract: The realization of technological transfer and forming of innovative potential of the enterprises is of great significance for their
development and progress in the dynamic modern business environment.
The purpose of the present article is to show some possibilities and restrictions related to the realization of the technological transfer,
forming and development of the innovative potential of the enterprises in Bulgaria. Some basic trends are emphasized related to the
realization of the technological transfer, forming and development of the innovative potential of the enterprises in Bulgaria.
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nowadays in the constantly changing characteristics of the
business environment.
The possibilities of development of the innovative
potential of the enterprises are connected and they depend on
many factors. First – creating suitable conditions on the one
hand and second – on the other hand – once these conditions
are created they need to be adequately used, third – at what
extent the built and existing structures contribute for their
adequate usage and fourth – at what extent the forming and
development of innovative infrastructures contributes for
creation and spreading of knowledge and technologies.
The answers of those questions affect a number of
trends including the innovative politics and the strategic
frame of the enterprises that corresponds to the contemporary
market conditions [2, 3]. Next is searching possibilities of
Research and Development activity (R&D) and the close
connection of business with such activities. A well as the
search of weak spots of development of infrastructures for
innovations and technologic transfer for their improvement,
respectively the functions that they perform or are supposed
to perform.
In their bigger part, the trends mentioned above,
connected with the development of the innovative potential
of many SMEs, are beyond their possibilities and they can
hardly be achieved without external support. The above
mentioned area of the enterprises determines the high risk
exposure.
It is known that one innovative enterprise in Bulgaria is
opposed to four or five innovative enterprises in the countries
in EU. This shows very limited possibilities for competing
with these enterprises.
Based on National statistical institute (NSI) data [8], the
innovative enterprises including the technologically
innovative enterprises, as well as the enterprises with

1. Introduction
The demand and finding of new resources of growth for the
enterprises is the basis of high and growing necessity of response to
the dynamics and the indefiniteness of the business environment.
The managers’ challenges in this environment get such dimensions
that sometimes is even difficult to divide and prioritize them.
Undoubtedly one of the most important among them is
implementing and developing effective politics in the field of
innovations.
Despite that, the main part of the efforts in this direction needs
to be focused towards development of Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises (SME). They are a main factor for the country
economics, its growth and competitive power, for forming and
development, as well as the continuous improvement of the
infrastructures for innovations and technological transfer..

2. Exposition
The struggle for growth and competitive power of the
enterprises has always been at one of the first places.
Nowadays it is even stronger and it is one of the most
important and significant questions that are seeking answers.
The development of the new generations of
technologies including the invasion of digit technologies, the
growing digitalization and forming of digital environment
leads to new challenges for the enterprises as well as new
possibilities [7, 14, 18, 19, 21].
In this environment the innovative potential of the
enterprises can be defined as a main power of development
[3, 4, 6, 20]. As a result of it the increasing of the economical
indexes in the countries’ economics that have enterprises
with high innovative potential is a fact. This defines the main
role and respectively the merit of the innovations especially
organizational and marketing innovations in 2010, are
31,1% from the Bulgarian industry, including sectors
B, C, D and E, and the enterprises with technological
innovations including the enterprises with product
innovation, with process innovations and the enterprises with
uncompleted and discontinued innovative activity are 22,3
%. In the service sector, including H and K, and sections 46,
58, 61, 62, 63 and 71, the innovative enterprises are 22% and
the enterprises with technological innovations are 11,9%.
The quotation from NSI presented on 29.06.2018 shows
the following [8]: The innovative enterprises including the
enterprises with technological innovations are 31,6 and the
enterprises with technological innovations including the
enterprises with product and process innovations are 24,9%
(no matter if they have organizational or marketing
innovations).

In the service sector, including sectors H, J and K, and
sections 46, 71,72 and 73, the innovative enterprises are 22,1
% and the enterprises with technological innovations are
14,1%[8].
These results show insignificant change in the results of
the enterprises in the country from 2010 onwards, which is
presented from the European comparative analysis of the
innovations for 2017 of the European Commission (EC).
2.1. The technological transfer as an innovative engine
for economic development and growth of the
enterprises
The contemporary business environment, especially in
the conditions of the ongoing Fourth Industrial Revolution
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(Industry 4.0), creates many possibilities as well as many
challenges for the enterprises and the way of performance of
their production/operations capacity [10, 11, 12, 17, 19, 21].
It becomes more and more difficult to keep the dynamic
balance between the way of functioning of the enterprises
and the requirements and the characteristics of the business
environment and achieving competitive privileges at the
same time. The concomitant risks achieve such dimensions
that is often difficult to be prognosticated and controlled.
Because all that the attention needs to be focused
towards the demand of bigger complex of processes and
activities so we can react to the dynamics of the business
environment. This additionally impedes achieving the goals
of the enterprises.
The realization of technological transfer creates
possibility for the enterprises not only to take advantage of
knowledge, experience and the technical novelties but they
also expedite and increase the efficiency of their innovative
activity [13]. This especially creates possibilities for
improving their competitive power and their adaptation and
positioning in the contemporary business environment.
The realization of technological transfers and
innovations puts at first place identification to be done of the
respective technological fields and next analysis to be done
and overall assessment (qualitative and quantitative). On this
basis the technological fields will be defined and respectively
“applications” with potential for innovations in the
enterprises.
In the last years in Bulgaria new guidelines were
presented regarding the technological and innovative
development of the enterprises including The National
Program for Reforms 2014-2020, the National Program for
Development: Bulgaria 2020, the National Transport Map
for Scientific Infrastructure (2017-2023) was updated and so
on. Of course this is not enough to create that environment
where specific possibilities can be realized without the
support and interference from the county side. In the last
years underestimating the knowledge, science and
innovations are one of the main and leading preconditions for
not implementing innovative politics and realization of
innovative potential that will bring stable economic growth.
Platforms were created and they keep being created and it is
not clear how they work and if they work at all. This way of
action doesn’t contribute for achieving better results and just
the other way around. It is of great importance to create
working technological platforms including national platform
that do their role as a proper mediator between the main sides
in the process of technological transfer – on one side the
innovation – bearer and on the other side the innovation –
user, securing the mechanisms of its realization.
It is difficult for big part of the enterprises in the
country to take part in activities collaboratively, especially
when it is about technological transfers, innovations and so
on. They don’t have the experience and traditions needed in
this field and this additionally impedes their development
and respectively the extent of their innovative potential. This
is also one of the preconditions for achieving weak results.
Increasing the collaboration between the enterprises on
one side is an important condition, and that way they can
help each one whenever possible. On the other side, even this
is a strong connection, it will be difficult to implement any
innovative activity without the help of those which create
this innovation – universities, scientific units, research teams
and so on. The connection between a university and a

business is not at the level needed even it is said that it exists.
That’s why it is necessary the collaboration between
universities and business to be increased, as well as different
alternatives and contemporary approaches, methods and
solutions (including digital ones that are components of
Industry 4.0) to be implemented – Internet-of-Things (IoT),
Big Data, Digital Factories, Blockchain, Education 4.0 etc.
[7, 9, 20].
2.2. Innovative capacity of the enterprises.
An important element of the whole concept is the
innovative capacity of the enterprises. Each enterprise has
different needs and readiness for realization of these needs
especially when we are talking about technological transfer
and innovations.
The category “capacity” of the enterprises for adopting
new technologies characterizes their ability to recognize,
adopt and use the novelties in time [1].
In spite of the fact the part of the innovative activity of
the enterprises in Bulgaria in the years after the country
became part of the EU has been increased, it keeps being at
low level. In 2017 the expenses for research and
developmental activity are 760,2 million leva which is with
3,5% more than the previous year. The intensity of R&D
(measured as a percentage of the expenses for R&D activity
from Gross domestic product (GDP) decreases from 0,78%
in 2016 to 0,75% in 2017 [8]. For EU, the data for 2016 is
2,04% [15], which is 2,7 times more.
On a global scale Bulgaria is at 68th position for
innovations with value 3,3 out of 137 countries [16].
The EU results in the field of innovations based on the
database of European Comparative Analysis of innovations
shows that it has been increased with average 5,8 percentage
points from 2010 onwards [5].
The capacity of the enterprises is connected to and
depends on the company strategies for development and
respectively their realization. Precisely it will predetermine
their innovative potential in the future. It depends on the
enterprises themselves if they will take advantage of these
conditions and if they will focus their efforts in this direction.
Moreover, it will be of great importance if they are searching
possibilities for development of the innovative capacity.
The realization of technological transfer is connected to
the proper assessment of capacitive possibilities of the
enterprises and their absorption capacity. Each enterprise
needs to make correct evaluation of its possibilities and after
that to proceed to realization. This is one of the serious
problems that needs to be resolved. According to Velev and
Atanasova [1], the results from the increase of the absorption
capacity has three stages: increase of company knowledge,
results
of
the
different
innovations,
increased
competitiveness of the enterprise. Undoubtedly this is true
and the evaluation that needs to be done will contribute to
determine the future possibilities regarding realization and
technological transfers. They are being implemented on the
basis of absorption capacity, for example enrichment and
extension of the knowledge, how far and in which way the
implemented innovations contribute for the company
activities, development and so on.
Another important aspect with great significance is the
development of the national innovative system in the
country. At that moment it still shows weakness and nonbalance. This affects the enterprises regarding the
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innovations and their competitiveness. Our country keeps
being associated with the so called “modest innovators”,
which means that a lot of work needs to be done in this
sphere.

10.

3. Conclusion
The realization of technological transfer and increase of
the innovative activity in the enterprises in the contemporary
business environment are in the base of their development
and competitive power. This creates many possibilities and
much better conditions for their proper functioning and
positioning in the contemporary business environment.
The few trends that are mentioned are related to
building and development of the innovative potential of the
enterprises in Bulgaria. Our attention need to be focused
towards some main weaknesses that were mentioned. Their
solution will contribute for the improvement of the current
condition and will help refining of the infrastructures for
innovations and technological transfer in Bulgaria.
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